
GHOST-II

COMPASSCOMPASS

NEW SMART VEHICLE PROTECTION

Autowatch UK Limited was establ ished in 1993 and is part of the

PFK Electronics group. Autowatch UK has earned a reputation for 

the supplying of qual ity Vehicle security systems, Damage 

Prevention systems, Pedestr ian/Cyclist Warning systems, GSM 

Paging systems, GPS Tracking, Reverse parking sensor systems, 

Caravan alarms, Reverse cameras & LCD monitors & Digital video 

recorders.

Autowatch UK Limited supplies over 350 approved fitment centres 

countrywide and offers excel lent after sales service. The products 

are of the highest qual ity and are manufactured ISO 9001/TS16949 

accredited factory. Autowatch UK Limited offers solutions for cars, 

commercial vans, motor homes, coaches, r igid lorr ies and heavy 

goods vehicles (HGVs).

The Autowatch Ghost-I I  Immobil iser, and Compass are guaranteed 

for 2 years, and are security guaranteed or your money back. 

*terms and condit ions apply.

Designed, distributed and supported by Autowatch UK Ltd.

Unit C Homesdale Business Centre, Platt Industrial Estate

Maidstone Road, St. Marys Platt, Kent, TN15 8JL
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Tel:+44 (0)1732886777 -  Fax:+44 (0)1732886888 - e: sales@autowatch.co.uk

www.autowatch.co.uk

Compass – GPS/GSM add-on GSM/GPS pager 

The Compass is an innovative GSM/GPS pager designed

with security as the absolute driving factor. The Compass

has a unique micro design that al lows it  to be hidden just

about anywhere in your vehicle.

The interface is simple and smart al lowing it  to be 

used with just about any mobile phone using text 

(SMS) messages. Unlike other systems that use 

smartphone applications this method al lows the 

Compass to work with lower signal levels than those 

that require data connections to work. This also 

negates the need for your information to be on any 

server as you communicate directly with the Compass. 

This means more security to you!

Features:

• Simple to operate with text messages (SMS)

• GPS and backup GSM location

Instant notification input (can be connected to

Ghost/Shadow/Alarm/Door etc.)

Output for custom convenience upgrade or control

• Compact and discreet design that can be hidden

almost anywhere in the vehicle

• All internal high sensit ivity antennas for GPS and

GSM

• Super low power standby mode

When the Compass is paired with a ghost, i f  there is any 

unauthorised start process the Compass wil l  send a text 

to alert you.
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The Autowatch Ghost-II is the next generation of 

the ground-breaking Ghost immobiliser. The Ghost-II has an 

innovative mechanism of engine lockout that uses the data 

network on the vehicle so that there is minimal additional wiring 

that can be easily found. Disarming the Ghost-II is done 

using a sequence of buttons inside the vehicle using the 

standard vehicle buttons, just like the original Ghost Immobiliser.

The Ghost-II adds another layer of convenience by allowing 

two smartphones and two key-fob tags to disarm the Ghost-II. 

The Ghost-II cannot be found using normal theft methods as 

it has no LED’s or buttons giving away its location. Moreover, 

due to the use of the latest micro-manufacturing techniques 

the Ghost-II is small enough to hide almost anywhere in the 

vehicle.

THE GHOST-II IS THE NEW SMART 
WAY TO PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE.

GHOST-II ADVANTAGES

.

Service / Valet mode
Service mode allows your vehicle to temporarily start
and drive without requiring the disarm sequence. The 
Ghost-II will exit service mode based on speed and time
or by simply entering the disarm sequence.

Simple PIN code change process
At any time you can easily change the PIN code. Only
you will know the unique PIN code for your vehicle.

CHOOSE THE AUTOWATCH GHOST-II

Engine start blocking
The Ghost-II will prevent the starting of the engine 
unless the unique, user defined disarm sequence 
has been entered first.

Undetectable using diagnostics
A modern thief can use diagnostics to detect circuit cuts
on modern vehicles. The Ghost-II has no circuit cuts so it
cannot be found using these methods.

No radio frequency signals
Thieves cannot use sophisticated RF scanning, code 
grabbing technology to detect what security device 
your vehicle has when it does not transmit any signals 
like conventional security systems.

Advantages of using the CAN data network
The use of the CAN data bus has several advantages 
including low risk during installation, low probability of 
detection, and allows for placement almost anywhere in 
the vehicle.

Silent operation
Because the unit communicates with the ECU
on the data bus to immobilise the vehicle there
is no way a thief could listen for the tell tale 
clicking of a traditional immobiliser relay.

Stops key cloning and ECU swapping
A thief cannot simply add a new key or replace an 
ECU to bypass the Ghost-II and start the vehicle. Only 
a correct disarm sequence will allow the engine to start.

Weatherproof tiny device
The Ghost-II is sealed and so small it can be installed
and wrapped into the vehicle harness anywhere in
the vehicle making it near impossible for a thief to find.

Emergency PIN code override
If the PIN code is forgotten, the car is sold or a button
is broken there is a secure, unique reset code for 
each device

STOP!

CAN
Data

Uses the vehicle’s original buttons to enter the disarm 
sequence
No need for a key pad or aftermarket switches/buttons 
to be added. 

THE GAME CHANGER

YOU DESERVE PEACE OF MIND

PIN




